Los Alamos has enhanced its method of measuring radiation at its boundary. Three sheds were built each with an active radiation detection system. Each shed has an IBM compatible computer, an EG&G Ortec 92X Spectrum Master integrated spectroscopy system and an upward-looking germanium detector. The system runs with minimal intervention by the operators because of automated data logging and error reporting. When certain events happen at a shed, the data collection computer in the shed will call the central computer and log the condition. This allows us to track building accesses as well as hardware failures. Once a day the central computer calls each shed to dump the day's collected data and computes the gamma dose from reported data. This allows the operators to notice trends or abnormal readings.
I. INTRODUCTION
The boundary dose measurement system described here is designed to determine, in real time, the radiation dose resulting from operations at Los Alamos National Laboratory's Meson Physics Facility, LAMPF. Dose at the Laboratory boundary is currently determined through computer modelling, using measurements made at the point ofemission.
The current Model, however, may not account for in wind patterns that could affect the LAMPF plume as it moves toward the boundary, 700m or more from 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
There are three stations in the LAMPF monitoring network, bearing O", 22.5' and 45" from the target stack (Figures 1 and 2) . Each system consists of an lBMampatible computer and an EG&G Ortec 92X Spectrum Master integrated spectroscopy system connected to an upwardlooking high-purity germanium detector. A typical detector and spectroscopy system is shown in Figure 3 . The detectors, which have a nominal efficiency of 40%, are designed to detect photons in the energy range of 40 keV to 10 MeV.
Each spectroscopy system collects a 16,000-channel pulse height spectrum from its associated detector. This system also provides detector bias, amplifier gain, and pole-zero adjustments, all under computer software control.
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To ensure protection from powerline dropouts the computers, the spectrocopy systems and the detectors are powered from unintemptible power supplies (UPS). Each UPS will provide up to two hours' operating time in the event of a power failure. The station computers are connected to a host computer -also an IBM compatible -via a dedicated telephone line.
SOFTWARE
The control program running on each station computer controls spectrum acquisition independently. In operation, the software initiates a data acquisition cycle on the spectroscopy system and waits for it to complete. Every acquisition is started on the hour, and uses a collection time of slightly less than an hour.
When acquisition is complete, a pulse height spectnun is stored on the computer, and a new data acquisition cycle is initiated. Gamma dose is then calculated on the stored spectrum using a technique originally developed to measwe gamma exposure rates with a GE spectrometer (Miller 1984) . The 511-keV activity in the stored spectnun is used to determine the presence of air activation products from the accelerator beam. If the 5 1 l-keV peak in any hour's spectrum is determined to be 2 0 or more higher than the mean 51 l-keV background, that portion of the total exposure above mean background is assumed to be LAMPF-induced. The LAMPFinduced portion of the total dose is then stored as a LAMPF boundary dose. Each day the previous 24 hours' LAMPF dose results are summed and reported as the daily gamma dose from accelerator operations. These results are downloaded to the host computer, where they are logged to the screen and to a printer, providing a permanent dose record.
The control software for the measurement stations is menudriven, and is designed to be flexible and intuitive. The menu (Figure 4 ) allows an operator to change preset count times, elect to save spectra after any number of collection intervals, and choose autoincrementing filenames under which to save spectra. Setup information such as filenames, time of day, date and presets are also displayed continuously.
The control software runs each measuring station independently of the other stations and the host computer.
This prevents a failure in a single station &om disabling the entire system. System failures in each station are logged to the station printer to provide a record of operations.
If a fault in any station occurs (such as a power failure) the host computer is notified immediately. The host then logs the message to its screen, alerting the operator to a problem. This provides immediate indication of problems and helps to minimize system downtime.
For security purposes each station is fitted with a switch that senses when the door is opened or closed. When a door 
